
 

 

 

 
The Most Powerful and Advanced Smartphones — iPhone 
11 Pro and iPhone 11 Pro Max — and All New Dual Camera 

iPhone 11,  
arrive at 3Macau on 11 October, Friday 

 
Macau – 10 October, 2019 – 3Macau today announced it will offer the latest 
products from Apple, including iPhone 11 Pro and iPhone 11 Pro Max, a new pro 
line for iPhone, as well as the new dual camera iPhone 11. For complete pricing 
details, please visit iphone.three.com.mo. 
 
iPhone 11 Pro and iPhone 11 Pro Max feature a new triple-camera system that 
provides a pro-level camera experience with an Ultra Wide, Wide and Telephoto 
camera, delivering huge improvements to low-light photography with Night mode 
and the highest quality video in a smartphone1. The powerful Apple-designed A13 
Bionic chip provides unparalleled performance for every task while enabling an 
unprecedented leap in battery life, with iPhone 11 Pro offering up to four more 
hours of battery life in a day than iPhone Xs, and iPhone 11 Pro Max offering up to 
five hours more than iPhone Xs Max. 
 
The new Super Retina XDR in the 5.8-inch iPhone 11 Pro and 6.5-inch iPhone 11 
Pro Max is the brightest and most advanced display ever in an iPhone. iPhone 11 
Pro and iPhone 11 Pro Max come in four gorgeous finishes including a beautiful 
new midnight green. 
 
iPhone 11 is packed with new powerful and innovative capabilities seamlessly 
integrated with iOS 13, bringing an unparalleled user experience. iPhone 11 
introduces a powerful dual-camera system with all-new Ultra Wide and Wide 
angle cameras, producing the highest quality video in a smartphone1, offering 
major improvements in low-light photography with Night mode, and Portrait 
mode of people, pets, things and more. iPhone 11 is powered by the A13 Bionic 
chip to perform the most demanding tasks, while getting through an entire day on 
a single charge, and is designed to withstand the elements with improved water 
resistance and the toughest glass ever in a smartphone. iPhone 11 comes in six 
new gorgeous colors including purple, green, yellow, black, white and 
PRODUCT(RED). 



 

 
 

 
3Macau’s new iPhone offers  
3Macau has tailored a series of iPhone subscription offers. Customers can enjoy 
the powerful experience of the iPhone on 3Macau’s supreme network with the 
flexibility of choosing either data sharing (unlimited) in Macau and Hong Kong or 
data entitlements to be shared throughout Mainland China, Macau and Hong 
Kong for the same monthly fee. Service plans also come with a string of privileges 
to deliver an ultimate iPhone experience to customers. Moreover, customers can 
earn a monthly fee rebate by referring friends to subscribe to 3Macau’s iPhone 
Plans2. 
 
 
 
 
For more details on pricing and data plans, please visit iphone.three.com.mo. For 
more details on the new iPhones, please visit www.apple.com. 
 
1. According to the information provided by Apple. 
2. Terms and conditions apply. 

– Ends – 
 
 

About Hutchison Telephone (Macau) Company Limited  
Hutchison Telephone (Macau) Company Limited (Hutchison Telephone Macau) is 
a leading mobile service provider, offering superior voice and data services, 
innovative and diversified mobile content, IDD and roaming services under the 
“3” brand through its far-reaching 4G LTE, 3G and GSM dual-band networks. With 
continued network expansion, its extensive international roaming service covers 
more than 280 countries and regions. Hutchison Telephone Macau is a subsidiary 
of Hutchison Telecommunications Hong Kong Holdings Limited (SEHK stock code: 
215), a group member of CK Hutchison Holdings (SEHK stock code: 1).  
 
For more information on Hutchison Telephone Macau, please visit 
www.three.com.mo.  
For more information on HTHKH, please visit www.hthkh.com. 
 
Media enquiries: 
Issac Cheong              
8893 8612                
Issac.Cheong@htmac.com 
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